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San Diego Museum of Art

EDAS/E533 – PAINTING WITH GOYA

Spring 2006 Course Outline

This class will offer an opportunity for the art student with some experience in portrait drawing and oils to expand their techniques in the studio. Be inspired by one of the greatest portraitists, Francisco de Goya y Lucientes. Working in oil, learn the basics of facial proportions and structure, sketching, light and shadow, and the nuances of paint. Gallery visits to SDMA’s special exhibit *Goya’s Portraits* are included in this course. Geared to students with some experience in drawing and painting. Materials are not included; you will receive a materials list upon registration.

Wednesday April 19  **Introduction**
- Introduce class
- Review syllabus and materials list
- Discussion of fundamentals of a portrait
- Demonstration of drawing a portrait/ sighting technique
- In class charcoal or monochromatic oil sketch
  (instructor will provide a photograph)
**Homework:** Finish in class sketch, bring linseed oil and raw/ burnt umber

Wednesday April 26  **Portrait Fundamentals cont’d**
- Discussion about value
- Demonstration of linseed pull-out painting
- In class painting (instructor will provide a photograph)
**Homework:** Finish in class painting and bring several canvases for next week. Please tone them (I will explain in class).

Wednesday May 3  **Color vs. Value**
- Discussion about color theory
- Color mixing, flesh tones and paint application
- Color value band of flesh tones
- Demonstration of quick studies from a live model
- In class quick studies from a live model
**Homework:** 5 quick-studies either sketched or painted

Wednesday May 10  **Color vs. Value cont’d**
- Discussion about full-figure anatomy
- Quick studies
- Two hour painting from the model
**Homework:** Begin a painting outside of class
Wednesday May 17  
**Goya Museum Visit**  
- Discussion about Goya  
- Museum visit  
- Sketch inside the museum  
- Discussion about final project (students choose to copy a Goya, paint a photo of their choice or use the model)  
**Homework:** Finish your outside painting and decide what your final painting will be. *Bring a canvas especially for your final project.*

Wednesday May 24  
**Final Painting**  
- Discussion about backgrounds and composition  
- Do a series of small studies for your final painting  
- Begin drawing your final painting  
**Homework:** Work on your final painting

Wednesday May 31  
**Final Project**  
- Continue painting  
**Homework:** Work on your final project

Wednesday June 7  
**Final Project**  
- Final touches on final project  
- The final 45 minutes is reserved for class presentation of individual work and final project.